
How To Get Dramatic Smokey Eyes with Kajal 
 
From natural to dramatic, smokey eye makeup is a real head-turner and a great way to draw 
attention to your eyes. Here are a couple of tips to help you create a professional smokey 
eye. 
 
A lot of women tend to love smokey eye makeup since it offers a sexy, ravishing, and bold 
look and feel. Unlike other trends that come and go, this is one trend that has stayed for a 
long time. While they make look stunning, smokey eyes can be challenging to create if you 
don’t have the right tools and techniques, however, there are a couple of tips to help you 
master this look and get it done simply with your kajal pencil. Here are some things to keep 
in mind when it comes to smokey eyes. 
 

• Prep your eyelids 
Before you start applying your waterproof kajal make sure you wash your face and prime 
your lids as well. Applying a good primer to your eyelids will smoothen out any creases and 
make it the perfect base to apply your makeup on. For oily skin, try using a mattifying 
primer so that your makeup stays in place all day without smudging or sliding off. 
 

• Neutralize your lids 
When creating a smokey eye makeup look, it’s always good to first dust some brown 
eyeshadow on your lids before you begin applying your Forever52 kajal. This creates a 
smoother base and allows the makeup to blend in more easily. You can also take a brown 
eyeshadow close to your skin tone and with a brush dust it onto your lids. Make sure you 
blend it in well and wait for a couple of seconds before the next step. 
 

• Start with your eye makeup 
A pro tip; before you apply your kohl eye pencil make sure you start with your eye makeup 
first before you do your face makeup. This allows you to clean any mistakes you make and 
sharpen your eyeshadow with some foundation and concealer. Always look for the ideal 
shade that can easily match your skin tone and type.  
 

• Add some kajal 
You can take your kajal pencil online and start lining your lids with it. Once this is done then 
take a dense eyeshadow brush and begin smudging it across your life. Smudge the kajal 
using circular motions for a cleaner and smoother finish and ensure that you apply it in 
smaller sections first so that it’s easier to blend in. For a bolder and more intense look, you 
can always add some more later on and blend it outwards for a smokey look. 
 

• Swipe some black eyeshadow on 
If you want your eye kajal to stay in place for a long time, simply add some black eyeshadow 
to set it. This will ensure that your kajal won’t move around during the day and will tie your 
look together. You can even add some eyeliner for a dramatic effect and finish it off with a 
couple of coats of mascara. Some women even add a little white kajal in the inner corners of 
their eyes that draw all the attention to your look.   
 
Final Thoughts 

https://www.dailylifeforever52.in/products/products-listing/kohlkajal-pencil/61054684c7aa460019220bad
https://www.dailylifeforever52.in/products/products-listing/eyeshadow/60e5adbc077b8800128a3b1f


Creating the perfect smokey eye look isn’t hard and all you need is a good quality kajal that 
is easy to apply, has a creamy formula, and is long-lasting so that it stays on for hours on 
end. You can even finish off your look with a bold red or nude pink lip and use a setting 
spray to keep your makeup in place.  
 
Daily Life Forever52 kajal and kohl pencils offer you a creamy formula that is long-lasting 
and can be sued to make your eyes look bold, deep, and attractive.  
 

https://www.dailylifeforever52.in/home

